With a Xilinx platform, the achievable PTP precision is limited by the architecture in use rather than the hardware. It is a paradigm shift that allows developers to achieve the precision their application is looking for, while still using a standard hardware platform.

ABSTRACT
Synchronization is pervasive in most industry sectors, including finance, telecom, industrial, consumer, and aerospace and defense. All of these markets have several applications that rely on synchronization.
The first part of this white paper describes a few typical examples where synchronization enables applications that would not be possible otherwise. Synchronization can be achieved with very different technologies, each one with its own advantages and disadvantages.
The second part of this white paper briefly reviews commonly used synchronization technologies.
The third part of this white paper focuses on the quality of synchronization and how Xilinx enables designers and system architects to succeed in achieving design/system-level requirement targets in their specific applications. The hardware blocks offered natively in Xilinx FPGAs support high Precision Time Protocol (PTP) accuracy—well below 1ns—essential to implementing a solid synchronization strategy.
Synchronization is Pervasive

Synchronization is pervasive and is used across almost all markets in many applications as well as everyday life.\(^1\) Following are some examples of synchronization.

A wide class of services enabled by synchronization is geo-localization. In Global Positioning Service (GPS) [Ref 1], the satellites start the transmission of a frame exactly at the same time. Since the receiver is not the same distance from each visible satellite, it accurately measures the phase difference of each of the received frames. This information, in combination with the knowledge of the position of the satellites, allows the receiver’s position to be calculated easily. Each satellite must start the frame transmission “at the same time;” this is a prerequisite, otherwise, the system does not work. Each satellite maintains a clock (Time of the Day - TOD) and all clocks in different satellites must be kept in phase. The technology that keeps the clocks “aligned” in the background is called synchronization.

Another example comes from power networks. Each country has a power network that spans the entire country and has leaves in each single building. In long transport (aerial or underground), it is very typical to have hundreds of km of wires. What happens if there is an unexpected short at some point between station A and B? In Figure 1, assume a fault happens at time T0, but will be seen later by station A and B, as the propagation does not occur at infinite speed. Specifically, station A and B will “see” the fault at different times, which depends on the position of the fault in the line.

![Figure 1: Fault Detection in Power Grids Works Only if Station A and B Have a Common TOD](image)

Given the arrival times, it is easy to estimate the fault position, assuming the two stations have a common clock (TOD), i.e., if they are synchronized. Fault location is just one of the many advantages of synchronization in power grids [Ref 2].

---

\(^1\) In this white paper, “clock” is used to mean the Time Of the Day (TOD) in context of synchronization applications and not a periodic wave.
In finance, all transactions in regulated markets should be timestamped with a precision that is better than 100ns, to identify illegal trading activities. The main authorities are:

- ESMA [Ref 3] in EU (European Securities and Markets Authority)
- SEC [Ref 4] in the US (Security and Exchange Commission)

All operators accessing the regulated markets must adopt a compliant synchronization strategy.

Synchronization goes far beyond electronic applications. It is also part of everyday life. When agreeing to “meet at 2pm,” the implication is that a common clock (typically UTC [Ref 5]) is being referenced, which allows all parties to arrive at the same time.

### Synchronization Technologies

From the examples above, it is clear that one of the problems with synchronization is to distribute and maintain a clock (TOD) in different network nodes, which are typically located far apart from each other.

While there are many synchronization techniques available, they can be classified into two main categories:\(^1\):

1. Based on GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) [Ref 6]
2. Based on Packets\(^2\)

Satellites commonly used for location services are also used to distribute the time; actually, time dissemination is one of the primary services of any GNSS system. For example, wireless base stations have a GPS receiver for this purpose (not to get their position, which is supposed to be known a priori).

Stock exchanges, as well as trading firms, have GPS receivers on their buildings’ roofs to stamp events, mainly required by regulatory purposes, as described earlier.

It should be mentioned that, while GPS is probably the first GNSS that was setup, it is not the only one. Glonass [Ref 7], Galileo [Ref 8], and BDS [Ref 9] are used today by most commercial GNSS receivers in mobile phones, typically in combination, to improve localization service.\(^3\)

GNSS-based synchronization cannot, however, be the only solution in place for all applications. Any GNSS can be shut down, missing temporarily because of weather or hacker attacks (spoofing, jamming, etc.) [Ref 10]. Moreover, indoor applications very often do not have sky visibility, required by GNSS synchronization.

It is possible to disseminate time over a packet network to complement the GNSS. The main standard for this is described in IEEE Std 1588 [Ref 11] and is called Precision Time Protocol (PTP).

---

1. In this document, only electronic synchronization is considered. The most noticeable example of non-electronic synchronization is the line shaft; in combustion engines, this is still the main synchronization technology, which is mechanical.

2. This refers to all synchronization methods based on data streams in general, i.e., to protocols not strictly based on Ethernet packets.

3. For example, Apple iPhone 8 supports GPS, Glonass, and Galileo.
The synchronization accuracy that should be achieved in each node is dictated by the application only. Showing up in a phone call one minute early or late might not have an impact, but a one minute difference in a power station will make the fault localization service unusable. IEEE Std 1588 supports different profiles; the main difference between profiles is the synchronization accuracy required for the clock in each node.

PTP works at layer 2 in the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model [Ref 12], to be as close as possible to the physical medium, and hence, gain in accuracy.

Network Time Protocol (NTP) [Ref 13] is similar to PTP as it disseminates time over a packet network—but it works at the TCP/IP layer (layer 3 in the OSI model). While this protocol is more technology agnostic, it rarely goes beyond 1ms precision. NTP is used to synchronize the clocks in personal computers.

In the rest of the paper, the focus is on PTP only—how it works and how Xilinx supports it to attain the user’s desired precision.

In Figure 2, the goal of PTP is to transfer time with minimal error from a network node (master, on the left) to another node (slave, on the right). The slave node periodically checks that it is well synchronized, i.e., if its own timescale is aligned with the timescale of the master. In between, the slave node runs freely, based on the last synchronization information. The master can be synchronized to another master; in this case, it takes the role of a slave. Alternatively, the master can take its synchronization from a GNSS receiver. The primary clock, to which all clocks within a network are synchronized, is defined as Grandmaster. See Figure 2.

Figure 2: IEEE Std 1588 PTP Process, Simplified

The master sends a time packet embedding T1, i.e., the TOD at which this packet is leaving the master. This same packet is received at T2.
The reader should notice that T2-T1 is not the link latency, as T1 is measured on the timescale of the master, while T2 refers to the timescale of the slave. As a matter of fact, the timescales of the master and slave are, in general, not aligned.

Leg 2 allows measuring the “apparent” latency between slave and master, while Leg 3 is simply used to transfer T4, which is generated in the master, back to the slave, for processing.

Once T1 to T4 are gathered by the slave, the TOD correction in Equation 1 is computed.

\[
\text{correction} = \frac{1}{2} (T2 - T1 - T4 + T3)
\]

The correction calculated in Equation 1 is the estimated difference between the time in the slave and the time in the master. The slave can correct its timescale by the correction in Equation 1, and therefore, assumes that timescales in the master and slave are aligned until a next correction is measured.

Note that Equation 1 assumes that link latency is symmetrical. Any asymmetry in the link latencies translates into an error in the slave synchronization.

Equation 1 shows that PTP is vulnerable to link latency asymmetries, unless these are known a priori. The most noticeable example of a structured way to compensate asymmetries in a PTP network is an extension of IEEE Std 1588 [Ref 11] called White Rabbit (WR) [Ref 14], developed at Cern [Ref 15].

Beyond asymmetry, the precision at which timestamps are generated dominates the overall synchronization precision. Xilinx can help achieving the precision to the desired level, minimizing the latency uncertainty (jitter) associated to each electronic block between the line and the TOD.

**Precise Latency Measurement of Electronics**

Transceivers typically employ a FIFO in both the RX and TX direction (Figure 3) to harmonize the phase difference between reading and writing clocks. While this is a perfect solution to guarantee data integrity, it creates an uncertainty in link latency, which is changing from start-up to start-up\(^1\) and makes the latency sensitive to power, voltage, and temperature (PVT)\(^2\).

---

1. The dividers on the reading and writing clocks are asynchronous. As they are reset with a single clock, the FIFO filling level (hence, the latency) after reset is not deterministic

2. The main reason for the sensitivity to PVT is because of long clock tree changes in the FPGA fabric. Any change in latency will be translated into a change of the FIFO filling level, hence of its latency.
For system architects, a fixed latency is highly desirable in synchronization. Fixed latency, also called “buffer bypass,” [Ref 16] reduces the latency variation of the transceiver to well below 1ns. This has implications on the clocking structure, which should be considered at system level. See Figure 4.

Specifically, this architecture dynamically changes the phase of the clock driving the clock tree to keep the asynchronous data domain crossing safe from a timing point of view.
Buffer Bypass mode has a "positive" side effect: the transceiver works at minimal latency, making that the ideal configuration not only for synchronization applications but also for low latency applications, High Frequency Trading (HFT) [Ref 17] in primis.

An alternative to achieve fixed latency in transceivers is to use the Phase Interpolator (PI) block, available in all recent generations of Xilinx devices (in the transmitters of the transceivers).

The PI is located between the input reference clock and the transmit buffer and can be controlled by the FPGA fabric with simple step up/down commands (Figure 5).

![TX PI Functional Location and Functionality](image)

*Figure 5: TX PI Functional Location and Functionality*

While the PI behaves like a delay line, its beauty is that it can be stepped up or down with no limits, giving the designer the ability to transmit output data at a rate that is different from one of the reference clocks [Ref 18]. Its resolution can easily be in the range of 1ps (it is 1 unit interval divided by 32). The PI behaves on clocks like an "infinite" delay line.

In the architecture in Figure 6, the PI can be used to modulate the FIFO filling level with a precision that is related to the PI resolution (about 1ps, not PVT dependent). The FIFO is exactly half full when the flag is toggling. The flag in Figure 6 is called TXBUFSTATUS for the transmitter and RXBUFSTATUS for the receiver.
Xilinx: The Best Platform When It Comes to PTP Accuracy

While low latency mode guarantees minimal latency and no jitter injected on the line, the second method injects jitter on the line (the PI is modulated) but has much higher precision in setting the latency itself, as it is based on a PI with picosecond resolution.

Having a fixed latency is desirable because it greatly simplifies the PTP engine when architecting the synchronization strategy; however, this is not a strict requirement of the PTP. In the PTP, the latency of FIFOs can change over time; it is only important to know that latency at the time of the TS generation so that the TS can be properly and mathematically compensated.

A whole new strategy originates from this observation: instead of constraining the latency of a transceiver, why not simply measure it?

Many specific circuits allow the measuring of the latency of a transceiver run time\(^1\), each one with its own precision, advantages, and disadvantages. The following example focuses on an architecture that measures latency that is based on PI, hence, very precise and always available in all recent Xilinx FPGA generations. In this example (see Figure 7), the latency of a transceiver can be simply measured indirectly on a mirror structure, assuming the mirror structure tracks over time the same latency of the mission transceiver. The mission transceiver is used for data transmission (i.e., it is the one used in this application), while the mirror transceiver is used to measure the latency only. Its data is not transmitted anywhere.

---

\(^1\) For protocols using the built-in 64/66 gearbox, Xilinx offers a fully automatic run-time latency measurement system in the transceiver, with resolution of 0.125UI.
Each transceiver has the following user interface:

- An input port allows stepping up or down the PI. The user can finely control the FIFO fractional occupancy, independently in each transceiver.
- An output port gives the user the ability to understand whether the FIFO is more or less than half full.

At start-up, after reset, the mission and the mirror transceiver have a different latency. These latencies can be equalized by simply operating (only once after reset) the PI in each transceiver to bring the FIFO exactly to be half full.

During operation, the PI of the mission transceiver does not function, thus, it cannot inject any jitter into the line. During operation, the latencies of two transceivers perfectly track each other because they share PVT (they are on the same silicon). The latencies change over time, but in the exact same way for both transceivers.

The PI in the mirror structure can count how many steps are needed to bring back its FIFO to be exactly half full. This procedure can be repeated over and over during operation, to measure the latency of the FIFO.

The measured latency information can easily be used to correct the TS in the packet to be transmitted. Similar structures can be used on the RX side as well, noticing that a single mirror structure can be shared among multiple receivers and transmitters.
The beauty of this scheme is that the ultimate precision is limited by the PI only (hence very high, in the ps area), but there is no jitter injection in the line, as all measurements are done on the mirror transceiver, not on the mission one.

Measuring the latency on a mirror structure can be seen as an upgrade for an existing datacom/telecom application IP, which is not PTP aware today.

### Conclusion

The hardware structure of the Xilinx transceiver is so flexible that new architectures can be created with the purpose of matching a specific target accuracy. The circuits in this white paper are just examples, meant to inspire system architects and designers.

This white paper focused on the aspects that make Xilinx an ideal platform for demanding timing applications, and this platform can also host fully custom applications.

Xilinx provides accuracy and integration in one single device, taking applications from design to reality faster than other platforms.
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